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>>> Klick Hier <<<
Casino Room. CasinoRoom is a fascinating and stylish online casino with an intergalactic theme

featuring planets and missions to accomplish, whilst playing hundreds of games from some of the top
developers in the world. Licensed and regulated by the UK Gambling Commission and the governments
of Malta and Curaçao, and owned by Ellmount Gaming Limited , online CasinoRoom doesn’t just look

great, but doesn’t fail in some important aspects like a quality games library, easy banking, and excellent
support. Although this casino won’t accept players from France, Italy, Denmark, Spain, Turkey, Malta and
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the United States, the good news is that an Australia Casino Room has been created making it one of
the few new Australian casino on line available in the market. BONUS AND PROMOTIONS. Smooth
sign up, fast and secure deposit and withdrawals. Welcome Bonus offered – 100% BOD+ 100FS

(where applicable) Top class games including slots, live casino, table games, scratch cards and bingo
24/7 customer support. International Casino acting under the MGA license and not directly targeting

players from Germany. Signing up to Casino Room is a breeze compared to other casino’s complicated
procedures, taking only 5 minutes. Throughout your play you’ll be earning XP (experience points) to jump
through levels and win bonuses. Like the casino no deposit bonus, progressive jackpots and tons of free

spins bonuses all the time. Enter your Casino Room Bonus Codes for even more bonuses. CASINO
GAMES. CasinoRoom offers over 800 games all running on a web-based platform for PC and Mac
users, so no download is ever necessary. Many titles are also available for Tablet and Smartphones.

Some of the most famous developers like Microgaming , NetEnt , Evolution Gaming, Betsoft and
Thunderkick, provide a multitude of Slots with major progressive jackpots like Microgaming’s Mega

Moolah and Dark Knight jackpots or NetEnt’s Cosmic Fortune and Mega Fortune prizes. Other Casino
Room Slots titles include Starburst , Koi Princess , Nirvana , and The Tipsy Tourist Slot . In the Table
Games section you’ll find Blackjack , Roulette , Baccarat , Craps , Keno , Pontoon , Scratcherz and

many more. Blackjack, Roulette and Baccarat are available in “Live Dealer Mode” for playing in real time
against a real dealer broadcasting from the studio. As a matter of fact, for blackjack online Casino Room

is one of the best places on the web. Also a Video Poker selection with Deuces Wild , Joker Wild ,
Jacks or Better , Caribbean Poker , Casino Hold’em and many others. The site allows fast withdrawals

through e-Wallet, Credit Cards, Vouchers and Bankwires. One drawback for larger bankrolls is the
€5000 weekly withdrawal limit. SECURITY AND SUPPORT. All player’s data and personal info are
encrypted using SSL technology for higher safety and as company policy it will never be sold to third
parties.The casino doesn’t yet carry the eCOGRA certification although some software companies

supplying Casino Room’s games do.An excellent support team will assist you 24/7 via live chat , e-mail,
telephone or Skype. 
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